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Is it plausible a philosophy of nature nowadays?
Ethics and ontology.

In the preface to the Italian editon of his Philosophies of Nature Afer Schelling, Iain Hamilton
Grant observes that a philosophy of nature becomes contemporarily viable “once lazy readings of
it as pro or ant science are dismissed, and more nuanced and philosophical accounts of the materials nature-philosophy draws on and the conclusions it reaches are provided”, and when nature is
considered as the grounding of the entre philosophy, as Schelling himself observes in its
Einleitung in die Philosophie.
This claim anyway entails many questons about the legitmacy of a program of philosophy of nature nowadays: in what is it diferent from philosophy of science, and which is its relaton with epistemology and with the widespread philosophical “naturalism”? Which is the meaning of nature in
this context and what is the very nature of nature? And what does it mean in the end that nature
should ground philosophy?
A contemporary philosophy of nature intertwines with several philosophical disciplines like metaphysics, ontology, philosophy of mind, and obviously ethics, assuming that the crucial issue of any
moral theory is combining “the perspectve of a partcular person inside the world with an objectve view of that same world, the person and his viewpoint included” (Nagel, 1986). In which sense
can a philosophy of nature provide a soluton for fundamental questons of ethics without any sort
of reductonism? Is there room for freedom within a contemporary philosophy of nature? And
what does it entail?
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